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 2004 PRESIDENTIAL

 ADDRESS

 Reading the Qur' an with Fidelity
 and Freedom
 Jane Dammen McAuliffe

 Within our lifetimes the population of North America has become
 much more demographically and religiously diverse. We now live on a
 continent that has recently rediscovered the public face of religion and
 often fears it, whose prevailing mindset has moved from "seculariza-
 tion" to "clash-of-civilizations" in the blink of an eye. Islam sits at the
 center of this change, and Muslims in North America, and elsewhere,
 have been subject to increased scrutiny and suspicion. So, too, has

 Islam's sacred text, the Qur'.n. Frequently misunderstood and misrep- resented, the Qur'dn deserves to be read on its own terms rather than
 filtered through the genre categories and reception history of another
 scriptural tradition. It also warrants attention to its exegetical tradition
 and to the capacity demonstrated by that tradition to generate new
 insights and understandings. In both North America and Europe
 emerging exegetical voices are engaging contemporary social, political,
 and cultural issues. Just like those of previous generations, these new

 Jane Dammen McAuliffe is dean of Arts and Science and professor in the Departments of Arabic and
 of History at Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057.
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 commentators seek to balance the dual demands of exegetical fidelity
 and creatively responsive freedom.

 WITHIN A FEW MONTHS of my writing this, our colleges and universi-
 ties will graduate the first class of students to have lived their entire under-
 graduate experience under the shadow of September 11th. Most of those
 who will participate in commencement exercises at the more than 3,500
 institutions of higher education in North America had barely settled into
 their dorm rooms, had hardly started their first-year courses, when the hor-
 ror of that day hit them. I suspect that for all of us that morning remains
 etched in memory with a stark intensity that time has not softened. For me,
 two parts of that memory often replay themselves. First is simply the over-
 whelming sense of fear and confusion. As many of you know, Georgetown
 University sits about a mile from the White House. From our rooftops, stu-
 dents and faculty watched the huge clouds of smoke from the Pentagon bil-
 low up the Potomac. For several hours Washington was awash with rumors
 of further attacks, of bombings and burnings. As faculty and administrators
 we were terribly anxious about the safety of our students and desperate for
 contact with children and spouses. The second memory is simply a thought,
 a sudden thought that hit me, as it hit so many of us, in the hours of that
 disaster-the recognition that "this will change everything."

 Against the backdrop of a clear blue September sky we stared at the
 gut-wrenching results of religious fanaticism. Within hours, as the names
 and the motivations of the terrorists became known, religion exploded
 into national consciousness. And it has stayed there. In the last three
 years the upsurge of media attention to all forms of religious belief and
 practice has been remarkable. The enhanced interest expressed by people
 across the United States seems unquenchable. In those horrifying
 moments I think we began to catch up psychologically with the extraor-
 dinary demographic transformation that we as North Americans have
 experienced in the last twenty-five years, a demographic change that has
 recast the religious landscape of this nation.

 OUR NEW RELIGIOUS DEMOGRAPHY

 Over the last several decades the population of the U.S. and Canada,
 particularly in major urban areas, has become much more ethnically,
 racially, and religiously diverse. Consequent to the passage of the Civil
 Rights Act in 1964, Congress voted the U.S. Immigration and Naturaliza-
 tion Act of 1965, legislation that fostered family unification and eased the
 restrictions for certain, valued employment categories while also abrogating
 the national origins quota system of earlier acts. As a result of this legislation,
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 as well as of foreign wars and American labor needs, the proportion of
 foreign-born in the population began to increase rapidly (Warner: 7; Eck;
 Lawrence). By the last decade of the twentieth century the ethnic origins of
 new and recent immigrants had changed dramatically from that of the mid-
 twentieth century.' The results are easy to see on our city streets and in our
 workplaces. We are a more religiously varied population than we were a gen-
 eration ago. Our devotional architecture has become dazzlingly diverse. The
 textbooks of many elementary and secondary schools now include attention
 to religious and cultural pluralism, attention that was absent from the curric-
 ulum when I was in school. Our university classrooms, especially those of
 large state and/or urban universities, are similarly affected. For instance, I
 came to Georgetown six years ago from the University of Toronto. In the last
 thirty years Toronto has transformed itself from a staid colonial outpost of
 the British Commonwealth to among the most culturally and religiously var-
 ied cities on the globe. For roughly half of the 30,000 plus undergraduates at
 the University of Toronto English is a second (or third) language. In the
 courses I taught there on Islam or the Qur'an, most of my students were first-
 or second-generation immigrants and most of them were Muslim.2

 ISLAM AT THE CENTER

 It is fair to say that Islam has secured special scrutiny as religion cata-
 pulted back into public consciousness.3 Both the United States and
 Canada now have significant Muslim populations, as do Germany,

 It is worth noting that this demographic increase has not occurred against a backdrop of
 American religious stability. In this same period we have seen mainline Protestant denominational
 identity blur and numbers retrench. We have seen American Catholicism integrating an ever greater
 Latino contingent. The Mormons are a particularly fast-growing religious group, and American
 evangelicals-estimated at nearly a quarter of the population-continue to consolidate their
 political power, as the 2004 election bears witness.

 2 For most of our colleagues in other academic fields and disciplines this "return of religion" has
 come as a surprise. Various reasons have been offered but two are persuasive for me-and they are
 interrelated. The first can be found in theories about modernization and secularization that have

 shaped the social sciences for the last several decades (Swatos and Olson). The second is simply the
 prevailing mindset of much of higher education itself, its prevailing secularist ideology.

 3 In a clever essay the New York Times columnist David Brooks refers to himself as a "recovering
 secularist" and speculates that he is probably not the only one currently reading the Qur'dn and
 "boning up on the teaching of Ahmad ibn Taymiyya, Sayyid Qutb, and Muhammad ibn Abd
 al-Wahhab" (69). For recent public policy reactions, see the report submitted about a year ago to
 the Committee on Appropriations of the U.S. House of Representatives: http://www.state.gov/
 documents/organization/24882.pdf (Djerejian and Advisory Group on Public Diplomacy for the
 Arab and Muslim World) and that recently issued by the RAND Corporation: http://www.rand.org/
 publications/MR/MR1716/ (Benard). Both have been criticized by Muslim organizations in the
 United States and elsewhere.
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 France, and Britain-a situation that would have seemed unimaginable
 twenty-five years ago when I began my graduate work in Islamic studies
 (Ba-Yunus and Kone). Research on transnational Islam and the con-
 temporary Muslim diaspora constitutes one of the fastest growing
 areas of our field.4 Within the last decade alone the bibliography on
 this topic has expanded by hundreds of entries, with a particularly
 rapid uptick in the post-9/11 period. Historians, sociologists, anthro-
 pologists, and political scientists have turned special attention to the
 swiftly increasing Muslim communities in both Europe and North
 America. Earlier work on Islam in America had focused primarily on
 patterns of Arab, particularly Lebanese, immigration at the turn of
 the twentieth century and between the two world wars and had
 attended to the exodus from South Asian countries subsequent to the
 changes in U.S. immigration law. Parallel research on African-American
 movements, such as the Moorish Science Temple, the Nation of Islam,
 and the American Muslim Mission, highlighted the divergent develop-
 ment of indigenous and immigrant Islam-a divergence that contin-
 ues to perplex and preoccupy American Muslims (Wadud 2003). A
 newer generation of scholars has refined and enhanced this research
 agenda, pushing careful historical investigation into much earlier
 periods of American and West African history. They have looked
 more closely at intra-Islamic diversity, both ethnic and sectarian, and
 have begun to study the significant numbers of North American
 Muslims who, like their co-religionists elsewhere, are "secular" or
 "unmosqued" Muslims (Curtis; Dannin; Leonard: 30-47).

 The long growth and then rapid expansion of the American Muslim
 community has been neither uneventful nor uncontested. Certainly
 in no previous period, however, has it been faced with such polarized
 reactions and such pressing problems.5 In the last three years North
 American Muslims have been challenged-virtually forced-to define
 and defend themselves, to reaffirm their national loyalty, and to scruti-
 nize their religious, ethnic, and cultural affiliations. Assaults on the con-
 stitutional safeguards of civil liberties have given rise to widespread
 concern in the United States, especially among those groups who find

 4 For a good theoretical orientation and foundational bibliography, see Mandaville.
 ' The title of a book published this year, The Stranger's Religion: Fascination and Fear (LAnnstr6m),

 captures the attitude toward Islam that I frequently encounter when lecturing to general audiences in
 both North America and Europe. Although only a few essays in this volume deal specifically with
 Islam, the book raises many of the issues and concerns that preoccupy today's American Muslim
 communities.
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 themselves particularly targeted.6 But there are more positive challenges
 as well. One is simply the increasing political profile and power of a rap-
 idly growing segment of the American population. Candidates for public
 office now come courting, and political action coalitions proliferate. The
 enhanced demographic presence of American Islam also prompts the
 hard intellectual work of seeking an integration or accommodation
 between Islamic concepts of governance and those of a pluralist democ-
 racy. Much is being discussed and written, in both popular and scholarly
 fora, about the scope and adaptability of Muslim law as well as the legiti-
 macy, or not, of Muslim participation in the political life of a non-Muslim
 polity (An-Na'im; Nimer; Jackson).7

 More practical and personal issues have also entered public conversa-
 tion. In France the presenting symptom has been headscarves; in Germany
 it has been citizenship. Here in North America the public/private parti-
 tion has grappled with questions ranging from sex-segregated gym classes
 to the creation, in Canada, of shari'a courts for the adjudication of per-
 sonal status claims (e.g., property, inheritance, marriage, and divorce).8
 The predominant issues do not, however, simply map themselves on a
 divide between Muslim values and those of the larger body politic.
 Rather, some are internal to the North American Muslim community
 itself. The extraordinary diversity of that community, representing both
 indigenous Muslims and successive cohorts of Muslim immigration, has
 generated concerns in many local mosques about leadership, authority,
 and gender equity (Warner and Wittner:23-25).

 THE CONTESTED QUR'AN

 Parallel to the much increased public attention being paid to Islam in
 North America is that being focused on the Qur'an. Pundits from all
 points on the political spectrum examine the Qur'an as a key to Muslim
 "consciousness" and mine it for ammunition with which to denounce

 6 A graduate student at Georgetown University, Hadia Mubarak, recently sent me her unpublished
 essay about life as an American Muslim. In her words: "American Muslims do not have to wonder
 what it would be like to be treated as foreigners in their own country, to never really belong, to be a
 ragtag, hanging on the periphery of American culture. We live that reality on a regular basis."

 7 Although not specific to the situation and debates of Muslims, Stephen Carter (1993; 2000) has
 written perceptively on the relation of religion and politics in America.

 8 Although Ontario's Arbitration Act of 1991 provides a legal mechanism for this, some women's
 groups, such as the Canadian Council of Muslim Women, oppose it on the grounds that many
 women may not be informed and voluntary participants in such procedures. For a recent review of
 the use of arbitration in cases of personal law see: http://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/
 about/pubs/boyd/
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 Islam. Sometimes, as I listen to the qur' nic prooftexts that are trotted
 out by columnists and commentators with gasps of amazement at their
 war-laden imagery, I find myself thinking that these people have certainly
 forgotten their Bible if they ever knew it at all. In 2002, the Yale biblical
 scholar, John Collins, gave a presidential address to the Society of Biblical
 Literature in which he reflected on violence and religion in the biblical
 tradition. This topic has, of course, generated a great deal of scholarship
 (Niditch; Schwartz; Ltidemann). Collins is too honest to dismiss biblical
 appeals to a warrior God and divine commands to kill, or allusions to
 martyrdom and apocalyptic millenarianism, as marginal or incidental,
 and he forthrightly admits that the "full canonical shape of the Christian
 Bible, for what it is worth, still concludes with the judgment scene in
 Revelation, in which the Lamb that was slain returns as the heavenly war-
 rior with a sword for striking down the nations" (19). It is impossible to
 pretend that such passages can be disregarded as long as powerful public
 preachers like Jerry Falwell continue to draw upon them. For example, in
 a sermon he preached in January 2004, entitled "Why 'Operation Iraqi
 Freedom' Is a Just War," Falwell calls upon the text of Revelation 19:11-16
 as biblical warrant for his argument.9

 But it is not enough to acknowledge the double standard that oper-
 ates in our public consciousness today, where the biblical vindications for
 violence and war are often ignored, whereas those drawn from the
 Qur'dn are fodder for endless media commentary. We must also recog-
 nize the many other ways that the Qur'an is being misread, misrepre-
 sented, and misused. Recently, the Council on American-Islamic
 Relations, a prominent advocacy group, began a large-scale project of
 collecting particularly egregious examples of such misrepresentation
 from both print and electronic media. Seeking advice on how to address
 this deluge of media ignorance and bias, they sent me the data collected
 in the categories of "jihad," "women," and "relations with Jews and
 Christians." It made for voluminous and discouraging reading. For my
 Islamicist colleagues in the AAR and elsewhere, these misreadings and
 misrepresentations of the Qur'an will come as no surprise. I am sure they
 feel as discouraged as I do by the daily battle to set the record straight.
 Many have devoted much of their intellectual energy-as have genera-
 tions of scholars before them-to the painstaking explication of the
 qur'dnic text and its interpretation as well as to careful reflection upon
 the historiographical challenges that this text presents.

 9 http://www.trbc.org/christianresources/falwellsermons.php
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 How can those of us who work on the Qur'dn counter and correct the
 media-fed misconceptions that assault the American public? Can a better
 understanding of the Qur'dn and its interpretation be conveyed? Are
 there ways of conceiving both text and commentary that open a more
 productive venue for the Qur'an's engagement with its American con-
 text? I would argue that any adequate answer to these question must
 begin with a fuller and more nuanced understanding of what I call the
 "experienced Qur'an." Such an understanding starts with the recognition
 of three intersecting hermeneutical horizons, what, in a recently pub-
 lished piece, I have termed the carnal, the conceptual, and the communal
 (McAuliffe 2003b). Let me begin with the carnal because within a
 Muslim environment, the Qur'dn is heard, viewed, touched, and, some-
 times ingested, long before it is ever read. Among the most important
 insights that the last generation of Euro-American scholarship has
 brought to the study of the Qur'dn is a renewed recognition of the degree
 to which this scripture is "embodied" within Muslim life and material
 culture. A focus upon the preeminence of qur'dnic orality has taught us
 to appreciate this scripture as shaped sounds in the mouth and on the
 tongue (Nelson; Graham; Gade). The continuity of recitational reproduc-
 tion reinforces Muslim assertions of the text's flawless integrity (Messick:
 22). Recitation itself, or at least correct recitation, requires years of study
 and practice, its mastery dependent upon the precise articulation of com-
 plex tonal qualities. A special group of reciters (hdmili I-Qur'an, the
 "bearers" of the Qur'dn), those who have committed the entire text to
 memory, constitute a cherished class of religious adepts.

 It is not just the ears and the mouth that engage the Qur'an, it is also
 the eyes. The embodiment of the Qur'an operates visually as well aurally.
 Dwarfed by the monumental inscriptions that adorn mosques and munici-
 pal buildings all over the Muslim world, surrounded by the centuries of
 architectural embellishment that mark Muslim urban landscapes, I am
 tempted to speak about the visual "compulsion" of qur'dnic calligraphy.
 Public space, defined and demarcated by the word writ large, resounds
 with amplified recitation creating an "incarnational" experience. But cal-
 ligraphy operates on a modest as well as a monumental scale. Countless
 manuscripts, in both private and public collections, attest to the devotion
 lavished upon each word of the sacred text. Although some recite from
 memory, most must take a copy in hand and turn it page by page. Thus the
 sense of touch also participates in this qur'Tnic embodiment, a sense that
 functions positively as well as negatively. Both who touches the Qur'dn and
 what the Qur'an touches are matters of concern. The text as a physical
 object is handled with care and reverence, but even reverential handling is
 proscribed for those in situations of ritual impurity.
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 I shall pass more quickly over the other two hermeneutical horizons,
 the conceptual and the communal, not because they are less important
 but because they will be more familiar to those formed in a biblically
 based culture. The conceptual system that frames qur' nic interpretation
 claims a divine origin for the verbal text of the Qur'dn, asserts the com-
 plete accuracy of its continuously uncorrupted transmission and rejoices
 in its matchless rhetorical perfection. As with other scriptural traditions,
 the task of interpretation has, over the last fourteen centuries, generated a
 huge commentary literature. It has also spawned a field of studies known
 as the "sciences of the Qur'dn," an entire curriculum whose mastery is
 mandated for authoritative exegetical work (McAuliffe forthcoming).

 The conceptual links to the communal as these modes of intellectual,
 and spiritual, formation move from one generation to another. At its
 most basic, this formation operates at the elementary level, literally as the
 first stage of childhood education in traditional Muslim societies. But the
 Qur'dn, although always available to the individual believer, has also
 become the privileged property of an educated elite, those schooled in
 the sophisticated methodologies and subject fields that the qur'dnic
 scholar must assimilate."1 The communal, in turn, loops back to the car-
 nal as the Muslim body absorbs from the moment of birth the sounds of
 qur'anic recitation both private and public, sounds much augmented in
 both volume and availability by new forms of amplification and dissemi-
 nation (Hirschkind 3: 341-349).

 NEW EXEGETICAL VOICES

 Encountering what I have called the "experienced Qur'dn" in its mul-
 tiple dimensions of carnality, conceptuality, and communality creates the
 conditions necessary for any fully adequate interpretation. The whole
 tradition of such interpretation has an inherent dynamism but it is a
 dynamism anchored in a continuously conveyed consensus. I can still
 recall the afternoon more than fifteen years ago when I wrote the follow-
 ing sentences: "The commentators [of the Qur'an], both classical and
 modern, do not speak with one voice. Although the formative power of
 intellectual conservatism is undeniable, it is not inescapable. As with the
 Muslim religious sciences generally, the qur'dnic scholars may be more
 shaped by their enterprise than able or willing to reshape it. Yet, within

 '0 This division is fast blurring as literacy increases rapidly in Muslim societies and as the Internet
 becomes a more accessible vehicle for the exchange of scriptural information and interpretations
 (Bunt).
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 the inherited contours a healthy profusion of interpretive perspectives
 has flourished. Those multiple tones and notes sound the necessary pre-
 lude for new exegetical voices, voices that can again recast the traditional
 refrains with both fidelity and freedom" (McAuliffe 1991:292).

 This was the concluding paragraph, the very final words, of my first
 book. Above all, I remember the huge sigh of relief with which I lifted my
 hands from the keyboard. But I also remember recognizing that the
 words I had just written, the reference to "new exegetical voices" was
 more hope than promise. I had just finished a book that drew principally
 upon medieval exegetical sources but had also managed to bring a few
 modern commentators into the conversation. Yet, those were exegetes
 tightly linked to the long lineage of normative interpretation, not yet
 challenged by the contexts of contemporary exegesis.

 In the first part of the twentieth century there had been a resurgence
 of interest in qur'-nic commentary, and the last century witnessed the
 production of voluminous works of enduring value. Some of this litera-
 ture, such as the commentaries of Sayyid Ahmad Khan (d. 1898) and
 Muhammad 'Abduh (d. 1905), sought a rapprochement with the ideas of
 Enlightenment rationalism. Two Pakistani scholars who later held teach-
 ing appointments in the United States, Daud Rahbar and Fazlur Rahman
 (d. 1988), were particularly sensitive to the historical situation of the text
 and to the present historical distance from that situation. A virtual
 "school" of Egyptian writers sought to emphasize the literary qualities of
 the Qur'dn and to approach it with the methods of textual criticism. The
 most prominent proponents of this approach are: Amin al-Khuli
 (d. 1967) and his wife, 'A'isha 'Abd al-Rahmin (d. 1998), Ahmad Khalaf

 Alldh (d. 1997), and, more recently, Nasr .Hjmid Abu Zayd (Wielandt; Wild). Other nineteenth- and twentieth-century commentators found
 predictive attestation to contemporary scientific advances in the text of
 the Qur'dn and aligned themselves with scientists, both Muslim and non-
 Muslim, who were willing to ratify such readings (Baljon; Jansen).

 If all of these exegetical moves represented attempts to bridge the gap
 between the original and the contemporary contexts of the qur'anic revela-
 tion, other efforts sought to collapse that distinction. Commentators like
 the Pakistani Abli 1-A'la MawdUdi (d. 1979) and the Egyptian Sayyid Qutb
 (d. 1966) dismissed much of the exegetical elaboration of the intervening
 centuries as an unnecessary, or even misleading, accretion of attitudes and
 opinions. What matters for them is direct application of the text, letting the
 words of the Qur'an, and those of the Prophet, speak with operative force
 to current situations and issues. What also matters is protecting the Qur'dn
 from those who would stress its particular historical and cultural embed-
 dedness and thereby compromise its universality and perfection (Brown).
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 Modernist exegetical productions of the last century map themselves,
 for the most part, on the traditional Muslim geography of the Middle
 East, North Africa, and South Asia. The last decades of the twentieth cen-
 tury, however, and the first years of this new millennium have witnessed
 a remarkable shift. Important "exegetical voices" have emerged from
 newer parts of the Muslim world. They have arisen from places like
 Southeast Asia and Subsaharan Africa, regions that have long had a
 Muslim presence but one that existed peripherally to the geographic
 heartland radiating forth from the sacred centers of Mecca and Medina.
 They have emerged from those countries and cities of Europe and North
 America that have received the more recent waves of the worldwide

 Muslim diaspora. No longer is the educational formation of the Muslim
 intellectual elite taking place only in the university cities of Cairo, Damascus,
 Riyadh, Casablanca, and Qom. It is also taking place in the university cit-
 ies of Chicago, Berlin, Jakarta, Cape Town, and Geneva. Although a gen-
 eration ago the new "exegetical voices" of the Muslim diaspora were
 usually those of immigrants from a Muslim-majority country, their
 successors-today's increasingly prominent voices-are often the chil-
 dren or even grandchildren of earlier immigrants. Or they are adult con-
 verts to Islam.

 For some years now, I have watched the most prominent North
 American graduate programs in our field move from being Muslim
 minority in their student body composition to being Muslim majority.
 On this continent and in Europe a generation of younger Muslim scholars-
 many of them AAR members-has joined the academy whose intellec-
 tual formation has been entirely within North American and European
 universities and colleges. It is quite clear that the intellectual center of
 gravity for the Muslim world is shifting. Or it may be more accurate to
 say that the center of gravity, long lodged in the Muslim heartlands of the
 Middle East and North Africa, is proliferating into multiple centers.
 Muslims in Europe and North America have long suffered a kind of
 "intellectual colonialism," kept dependent for lack of economic and
 political power on the importation of expertise. This is changing and
 changing rapidly. Enhanced resources have expanded the educational
 options of Muslim youth and promoted the emergence of a Euro-American
 intelligentsia. In a recent book one member of this new generation spoke
 to this point unequivocally: "I defend fiercely the idea that Western
 Muslims must be intellectually, politically, and financially independent"
 (Ramadan 2004:6).

 Before presenting some of these new voices, I should say a word
 about the kinds of exegetical production. I have been using the terms
 "commentary," "interpretation," and "exegesis" to denote an intellectual
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 operation directed toward the text of the Qur'dn, an operation that
 has expressed itself in many different forms and genres." The full-
 scale commentary has long held center stage, and the brief remarks
 that I have just made about modernist interpretation included
 authors of such. But contemporary qur'dnic interpretation, like that
 of earlier centuries (McAuliffe 2003a), appears in many other guises
 and often follows a thematically organized pattern.'2 It can be found
 in short books or booklets, Friday mosque sermons, the discussions
 of private study circles, radio and TV addresses, and, with increasing
 frequency, Internet postings and web logs. Now I would like to
 introduce a few of these new exegetical voices. Although two of them
 are based largely in Europe and two work primarily in North America,
 all four have extensive international links and address a global
 audience.

 Mohammed Arkoun is the most honored French Islamicist alive

 today and continues to receive lecture invitations from around the
 world. His first language was Berber, and he learned Arabic and studied
 Islamic sources in French-speaking schools, first in Algeria and then in
 Paris (Gtinther: 127-131). Arkoun's life-long project has been the sus-
 tained analysis of Islamic reason from the perspective of contemporary
 epistemologies, both philosophical and social scientific. He is well-
 schooled in the successive forms of critical theory that have occupied
 humanistic scholarship for the last generation, particularly structural
 linguistics and semiotics. About twenty years ago Arkoun published a
 book of his essays on the Qur'dn, and true to his formation as a medi-
 evalist, he began by situating his work in relation to the cumulative and
 comprehensive encyclopedia of the "qur'dnic sciences" produced at the

 end of the fifteenth century by Jaldl al-Din al-Suy.ti (d. 911/1505). Arkoun demonstrated through his juxtaposition of this work with that
 being done in the twentieth century, by both Muslim and western (i.e.,
 non-Muslim) scholars, how binding has been the fixation and circum-
 scription of qur'dnic discourse, how powerfully "dogmatic enclosure"
 (cl6ture dogmatique)-to use his term-has operated. What stands
 within the enclosure is "thinkable"; what falls outside it is the
 "unthinkable" (impensable). Part of Arkoun's project is to rescue those
 strands of thought, both past and present, that have been unreflectively

 " For an insightful discussion of commentary as an act of religious reading, a discussion that
 draws largely upon Indian Buddhist and patristic Christian examples, see Griffiths.

 12 Known as tafsir mawd.'i, this has become an increasingly popular form for both academic and popular pedagogy.
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 relegated to this latter category."3 His is a hermeneutic of retrieval
 bound together with a reconceptualization of the "qur'dnic event"
 through the lenses of contemporary humanistic and social science
 scholarship.

 A comfortable acquaintance with cultural anthropology, for example,
 allows him to be sensitive to dimensions of the qur'dnic experience that
 have only recently become the focus of scholarly attention. Many years
 ago I stumbled over a statement, actually an aside that he had buried in a
 footnote: "One cannot insist too strongly on the importance of the
 assimilation, through force of ritual repetition, of the rhythmic structure,
 of the affective and aesthetic charge, of the semantic contents (for those
 who understand Arabic) of the Qur'an. This is what makes it so difficult
 for the practicing Muslim to create the intellectual distance that makes
 objects of analysis out of these assimilations" (Arkoun 1982:x). This
 comment succinctly captures my efforts earlier in this address to insist
 upon the phenomenological singularity of the "experienced Qur'an."

 Arkoun's writings are richly evocative and insightful but not system-
 atic. He resists systematizations just as he resists orthodoxies, whether
 they be theological or academic. Of the scholars whom I am presenting to
 you, Arkoun is the most self-consciously aware of the relation between
 Muslim and non-Muslim or "Orientalist" scholarship on the Qur'dn. For
 years he has taken his non-Muslim colleagues, including this speaker, to
 task for what he deems their complicity with the controlling orthodoxy
 of politically supported Islam. In a recent contribution to the Encyclopae-
 dia of the Qur'in, Arkoun argued that the reluctance of non-Muslim
 Islamicists to operate as theologians and exegetes with Muslims texts
 constitutes a false courtesy that undermines the efforts of their Muslim
 colleagues and supports self-justifying orthodoxies (Arkoun 2001:
 417-418). Not only does he urge and encourage such work, he also situates
 the activity of scriptural hermeneutics, be it biblical or qur'dnic, in a cross-
 traditional context."4 Arkoun speaks often of the "Societies of the Book,"
 meaning those cultures whose religious imaginaire has been decisively
 shaped by a vertical notion of revelation. He argues that a comparative

 " Arkoun certainly does not deem the increased accessibility of the Qur'gn and its exegetical
 tradition to be an unalloyed good. Rather, he finds in much of the current popular production "a
 degradation of the standards of knowledge maintained by the classical practitioners. The linguistic
 introductions to classic works of usWil al-fiqh demonstrate a sharp, clear consciousness of the
 linguistic conditions for exegesis of any sort" (Arkoun 1994:41).

 14 For a recent effort to bring together exegetical scholarship on the three western scriptural
 traditions see With Reverence for the Word (McAuliffe, Walfish, and Goering) and a recent JAAR
 article by Yvonne Sherwood.
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 hermeneutics will more clearly demonstrate the historicization of reve-
 lation, the different modalities within a particular cultural tradition. In
 an article published by the Center for Contemporary Arab Studies at
 Georgetown University, Arkoun demonstrates how the qur'dnic experi-
 ence (in its relation between the umm al-kitab and the mushaf) can
 function as the primary exemplar for this comparative effort (Arkoun
 1987:14-18).

 Tariq Ramadan-a name that I suspect was far less familiar to you
 many months ago when I began to draft this presidential address-is a
 Swiss philosopher and Islamicist who has been teaching at the University
 of Fribourg.5 Although Ramadan does not ordinarily use the term
 "hermeneutics," the perspectives and methodologies necessary to allow
 this generation to hear and understand the Qur'dn are central to his
 thought. His basic question is: How can the "path of faithfulness," the
 shari'a, as elaborated in the Islamic legal tradition (fiqh) equip Muslims
 to live as full, participatory citizens of western democracies. Ramadan has
 published extensively on this topic in both French and English, but for
 American audiences his two most accessible works are Western Muslims

 and the Future of Islam, which was released this year, and To be a Euro-
 pean Muslim, published five years ago. Although there is much overlap
 between these two works, the more recent one assumes a broader audi-
 ence, both non-Muslim and Muslim, and integrates Ramadan's response
 to criticism of his earlier volume. In continuity with the classical juris-
 prudents, Ramadan constructs his presentation of the universal princi-
 ples of Islam on the twin foundations of Qur'an and sunna, the practice
 of the prophet Muhammad. His first move is an act of retrieval, a re-
 presentation of the architecture of the Islamic sciences, both exegetical
 and legal, in order to demonstrate that the rich and diverse traditions of
 Islamic thought and analysis offer contemporary Muslims the intellectual
 resources necessary to construct "original, but still faithful, Islamic solu-
 tions to contemporary problems" (Ramadan).

 In setting the terms through which the translation from text to con-
 temporary context can be made, Ramadan addresses two significant fac-
 tors, textual silence and human faith. Despite frequent repetitions of the
 assertion that the Qur'dn and sunna speak to all aspects of human life,
 they obviously do not address every conceivable situation. Ramadan

 15 Tariq Ramadan was scheduled to offer a plenary address at the 2004 annual meeting of the AAR
 but was prevented from doing so in person. In a case that drew national and international media
 attention, the U.S. government abruptly withdrew, without explanation, the visa that it had initially
 granted Ramadan so that he could accept a position at the University of Notre Dame. Consequently,
 his address to the AAR had to be given via live video feed from Montreal.
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 finds in this silence of the sources a warrant for the "constant develop-
 ment, evolution and formulation" of Islamic legal reasoning (1999:75).
 "The silence is, in fact, the specific part given to human analytic reason to
 stipulate inevitably diverse Islamic rules, through space and time, but
 ones which are still Islamic, i.e., in complete accordance with the global
 ordinances to be found in the sources" (Ramadan 1999:75).

 Although human thought and reflection are necessary for the spaces
 of scriptural/textual silence, they are not sufficient. Faithful understand-
 ing of the Qur'dn also requires a reverent and responsive relationship
 with the divine. Ramadan describes this as "that state of humility that
 opens up the meaning, the spiritual power, and the dimension of the
 Text more extensively and deeply than the lights of rational understand-
 ing alone" (2004:20). With such assertions he aligns himself with those
 traditions of qur'dnic study that depend upon the moral rectitude and
 spiritual acuity of the commentator (al-Zarkashi: chap. 41; al-Suyiiti:
 chap. 78).

 I first encountered the work ofAmina Wadud when, on a lecture tour
 in Southeast Asia during the mid-nineties, I began to hear about an inter-
 esting new book on feminist interpretation of the Qur'an. Wadud, an
 African-American convert to Islam and a noted scholar-activist, was edu-
 cated at the University of Michigan and is now professor of Islamic stud-
 ies at Virginia Commonwealth University.16 From 1989 to 1992 she
 taught at the International Islamic University in Kuala Lumpur, and it
 was there that she published the first edition of her book Qur'an and
 Woman.

 As a successor to earlier scholars, such as Fatima Mernissi and Leila
 Ahmed, Wadud seeks a re-engagement with the text of the Qur'an as a
 necessary conduit to social change. Not unexpectedly, she starts from the
 premise that "no one class, gender, nationality, or historical association,
 irrespective of profession or training, can maintain a fixed definition of
 'Islam' to the exclusion of the dynamic experience of the people who
 believe" (Wadud 2000:11). Again, it is worth noting the continuity with
 the classical exegetical tradition. Although Wadud rejects much of that
 tradition's misogynist readings, she respects its principal methodologies,
 such as contextual specification, grammatical analysis, and intratextual
 interpretation (tafsir al-Qur'dn bi-l-Qur'an). But she does not allow these
 methodologies to divert her attention from the primary themes, the
 semantic interconnections and abiding ethos of the Qur'dn. With insight-
 ful reinterpretation, she focuses lexical attention on the terminology

 16 For a brief biographical sketch, see J. I. Smith: 201-202.
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 (daraja in Q 2:228, as well as qawwdmuna 'ald, faddala and daraba in Q
 4:34) that has ordinarily been used to underwrite the ontological superi-
 ority of males (Wadud 1999:66-74)."7 Taken as a whole, the efforts of
 Wadud and others who propose feminist rereadings of the text have both
 a negative and a positive axis: they challenge traditional androcentric
 (mis)readings, and they accentuate the gender equity to which the text
 bears witness (Barlas).

 Farid Esack was born in South Africa, received a Ph.D. from the
 University of Birmingham, and currently teaches in the United States
 (Benzine: 247-272). In a book published in 1997 Esack set himself the
 task of advocating a "South African qur'anic hermeneutic of religious
 pluralism for liberation" (Esack 1997:12). He states clearly the philo-
 sophical presuppositions that undergird his interpretive stance, and he
 acknowledges his intellectual forebearers, both recent and remote. Esack,
 whose education included some years in a madrasa in Pakistan, is fully
 conversant with the classical exegetical tradition (Esack 1999:172). He is
 also well read in Christian theologians such as Gustavo Gutierrez,
 Leonardo Boff, and Juan Luis Segundo.

 His hermeneutical principles need not be distilled or inferred from
 his interpretive acts but rather are clearly articulated and argued in his
 1997 book and reconfirmed in subsequent writings. They are also linked
 to the philosophical reflection of figures like Gadamer and Bultmann
 who have shaped the discourse of modern biblical scholars. Esack
 grounds his liberatory hermeneutics in the recognition that the qur'dnic
 revelation is both situated and sequential. In his terminology these trans-
 late to the concepts of contextuality (of both the Qur'dn and its interpre-
 tation) and progressive revelation. He recognizes the tension with which
 orthodox Islam has long struggled: the desire to "dehistoricize" the
 qur'inic event in order to stress the absolute otherness of divine speech
 while at the same time wanting to draw upon the historical memory of
 the earliest community to illuminate both the meaning of revelation and
 its imperative power. The classical exegetical tradition had grappled with
 that tension under two notions, those of abrogation (naskh) and of the
 "occasions of revelation" (asbdb al-nuzuil). Both represent basic compo-
 nents of the fully developed categorization of the "qur'anic sciences." But
 their potential to generate new exegetical insight has been circumscribed

 by the tight connection created between these concepts and the h.adith that ground their specific justification. In an introduction to the study of
 the Qur'dn that Esack published two years ago he again asserts what, in

 '~ For an artful and exegetically interesting discussion of Q 4:34, see Abou El Fadl:167-188.
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 his estimation, will be the motivation for further hermeneutical reflec-
 tion: "It will be in societies where Muslims are desperate to make con-
 temporaneous sense of the speech of God in the midst of active struggles
 for justice where a significant contribution to this discipline will be
 found" (Esack 2002:17).

 CONCLUSION

 As I draw this presidential address to a close, I do so in the clear rec-
 ognition that I have not followed a common format for this genre. Rather
 than raise a field-spanning question or suggest a programmatic proposal,
 I have seized this podium for the Qur'an. In doing a bit of historical
 investigation on the topics of previous presidential addresses, I was sur-
 prised to discover that other than my fellow Canadian, Wilfred Cantwell
 Smith, I appear to be the first Islamicist elected to this office. Because
 Wilfred, however, chose to speak about the anomaly of western secular-
 ism (W. C. Smith), there seems to have been no previous presidential
 address on Islam or on the Qur'dn. I hope you will agree that the time for
 such a topic is long overdue. Not only is the Qur' n an important
 element of our global religious heritage, it is now an American scripture,
 part of our present and a factor in our future. So often when I lecture
 about Islam and the Qur'dn, both here and abroad, I can anticipate two
 topics that will inevitably surface in the question period. The first will be
 about the status of women in Islam; the second about the contemporary
 interpretation of the Qur'dn. The latter query is usually phrased as some
 variation of the following: "Isn't it true that there is no real Muslim
 scholarship on the Qur'dn these days, nothing like what Jewish and
 Christian scholars produce for the Bible?" This evening I have tried to
 answer that question for you more fully than I have ever been able to do
 in a brief, postlecture exchange. I have tried to introduce you to some
 of the new voices that are indeed letting the Qur'dn speak to its contem-
 porary North American and European contexts with fidelity and
 freedom.
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